
Top skills of a Ruby on Rails Developer

Every technology requires different skills to
handle the tasks in different frameworks and
programming languages. That is why you must
select the developers with certain qualities to
get the best out of your project. Ruby on Rails
is an open-source technology for web
development better than ASP.NET and PHP so
its developers hold more value than regular
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developers. That is why ROR developers are
hard to find.

Since Ruby on Rails has become increasingly popular

among entrepreneurs, the need for its developers has

risen. You should consider some Ruby on Rails developer

skills before hiring ROR development services to create

web apps.

Ruby on Rails Developer Skills
ROR developers don't just write codes; they also

accomplish different tasks so that they can work effectively

without facing any technical problems. Our Rails

developers build the new features quickly to provide a

seamless user experience. They are highly experienced in

handling the Ruby on rails errors in no time.

Here are some skills you must look for in the ROR

developer or development team.

Ruby on Rails Skills
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While working on the ROR framework, the developer will

need basic to advanced skills.

● Active Record - ActiveRecord is the Ruby library that

helps work on SQL databases. This skill is important

for a developer to have otherwise your project will be

half-good.

● MVC - It means Model Views controller architecture. It

is widely used in web development. Rails has a

directory consisting of the subcategories- Model,

Views, and Controller. These three subcategories are

defined by Framework. So, the developers must know

about the MVC structure to handle the projects.

● Database skills - Database skills are like the brain to

the body. Without the knowledge of database handling,

no web application can be developed. All the data is

stored in databases so, it is necessary to create and

handle these databases to run the business.

● SQL- Learning SQL is the first task for every

developer. In the case of ROR developers, They need



expertise in handling logs or downfall while working

as the ActiveRecord will write codes for them.

● MYSQL- It is a database engine that requires certain

skills to handle the tasks. The developers must know

PostgreSQL for performing difficult tasks.

Front End development skills
Front-end skills are required for developing web

applications. The developer needs expertise in these skills

to provide you with a creative web app.

l Javascript

l CSS

l HTML

Tools Handling skills
Development tasks require the use of different tools and

one must know the use of these tools as well as resources
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work efficiently. Tools needed in ROR are Git, Docker, CL,

Heroku, Trello/Asana/Pivotal.

How to Hire Ruby on Rails
Developer/ Development company
Hiring a Ruby on rails developer or team is not an easy

task. If you want to hire a ROR development team for your

project, consider the following factors before making any

decision.

Track record - The record of the company or team with

other businesses will help you to entrust them. Don’t risk

giving your valuable project to an inexperienced company.

Cost - It is an important factor as every business has to

take action according to its budget. Look for the teams

providing quality work at a reasonable price.

Many factors are required to come to light before hiring a

ROR developer. But instead of spending time searching for

the developer teams, consider Bluebash consulting private



limited for your web development project. Bluebash has a

great ROR developer team with successful experience in

various projects.

Wrapping up
Ruby on rails developer expertise in various tasks. The

ROR framework is easy to use, but developers have to do

many difficult tasks to make the user experience as easy as

possible. An innovative developer is the backbone of every

project, so choose them wisely.


